English
Key Text: If I was in Charge of the World (poem), The Marvellous Fluffy
Squishy Itty Bitty
Purpose for writing: to entertain—Poetry and Narrative
Children will learn the key features of a free verse poem and create their own
poem—If I was In Charge of the Country. Children will then learn to continue a
narrative with new plot points and extra problems and solutions. They will
learn the features of a narrative and learn how to use creative language to
add further excitement into the story
Word Reading / Comprehension:
Children will continue to predict, sequence, retrieve, infer and explain using
Roald Dahl’s The Giraffe, the Pelly and Me. They will visualise stories and characters and learn more about authors to extend their knowledge and vocabulary.

Geography
Focus: Northampton (Local Study)
Children will learn about the large town beyond their village/hometown,
building on children’s knowledge and understanding of their school environment from Year 1 and ensuring clear progression in learning. Children will
explore Northampton using (first hand) observation to enhance their locational awareness along with developing essential map and fieldwork skills.
Geography skills: understand geographical similarities and differences
through studying the human and physical geography of a small area of the
United Kingdom. Know and identify key physical features and key human features as well as knowing the difference between them. Use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic human and
physical features; devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols
in a key.
(Please see Geography knowledge organiser for essential knowledge and
vocabulary to be learnt.)

DT
Focus: Cooking and Nutrition (Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare dishes). Preparing fruit/fruit jelly.

Maths

Year 2: Spring 1
Computing
Focus: Questioning and Effective Searching,
Online Safety - Privacy and Security

All about
Northampton
Music
Focus: Musical Me

Skills: Using tuned percussion, adding sound
effects, experimenting with timbre and dynamics and using letter notation to write a melody.

PE

Key Facts: 2 x tables – multiplication and division facts from 1 x 2 to 12 x 2.
Multiplication and Division: Recall and use multiplication and division facts
for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd and even
numbers. Calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division
within the multiplication tables and write them using the multiplication (×),
division (÷) and equals (=) signs. Show that multiplication of two numbers
can be done in any order (commutative) and division of one number by another cannot. Solve problems involving multiplication and division, using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods, and multiplication and
division facts, including problems in contexts.
Statistics: Interpret and construct simple pictograms, tally charts, block diagrams and simple tables. Ask and answer simple questions by counting the
number of objects in each category and sorting the categories by quantity.
Ask and answer questions about totaling and comparing categorical data.
(Please see our Calculation Progression document on our website for Addition and Subtraction strategies.)

Science
Biology: Humans—Food and Exercise
Building on year 1 knowledge children will learn about how humans are
born, grow and change, and what we need to survive and be healthy. Children learn about the basic needs that humans have. Focusing their own experiences, children explore the need for humans to eat a varied diet, to keep
themselves clean, and to take regular exercise. Throughout the unit, the
learning materials encourage children to make positive choices that contribute to a healthy lifestyle.
Working Scientifically: to recognise questions can be answered in different
ways, to carry out simple tests, to record and gather information, to communicate their findings in a range of ways, to use observations / data to answer questions

Focus: Gymnastics

PSHE
Focus: Dreams and Goals

RE
Focus: 1.6 Who is Muslim and how do they live? (Part 2)

